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Stone carving is generally a conservative craft. There are only a limited number of ways to shape stone and broad similarities in technique can be noted all around the world and throughout history. In almost all stone carving traditions, one finds metal or stone chisels with pointed or flat ends, picks or axes for quarrying. Against this background, important regional differences in stone carving traditions can be observed. Exactly what tool a carver will use for a particular process will depend on the stone being worked, the final effect sought and the carver’s own training: ‘what is learned is the craft in its particular location, with certain materials and product requirements.’

Underlying geology has a certain role to play in the process of tool selection. The tooth chisel, therefore, a tool often used in marble carving, has a long history around the Aegean and Italy, areas rich in marble, but is almost entirely absent from Pakistan and India, where granite, sandstone and schist are the dominant stones. There is considerably less chronological variation in stone carving techniques than there are geographical differences, however. The tools used within specific traditions have changed little over time. Experimentation is rare and even mechanized tools – such as the electric saw, drill, angle grinder and air hammer – were relatively late, twentieth-century introductions which are still only used sparsely. Granite carvers in India and marble carvers in Italy still use the same basic range of tools as their predecessors centuries earlier. What this means is that those familiar with the full range of stone carving tools and the history of carving traditions in specific areas can decipher toolmarks on sculpture of any age. What it also means is that dating sculpture based on toolmarks only is often impossible.

No attempt has been made to catalogue stone carving tools from all around the world but the *Art of Making in Antiquity* builds on several key publications examining stone carving tools and techniques in the Classical world and later Europe. Foremost among these are the various contributions of Rockwell, Bessac and Pfanner. All three of these scholars, as practising stone carvers and/or restorers, offer a new perspective on sculpture which complements and extends the bulk of art historical literature on this topic. Their work also demonstrates that practitioners are often the best guides for interpreting toolmarks on ancient carvings and how these were made because they are used to working in a wide variety of stones and are aware of the ranges of tools in existence.

Three main categories of stone carving tools can be distinguished: those that work by percussion, those that work by abrasion, and those that are used for measuring or laying-out but not actually removing stone. Within each of these classes a series of tool types can be identified and the purpose of this essay is to explain the basic form and function of these. It should be noted, however, that these tool types are by no means fixed. Tools of the same basic type come in a whole range of sizes and most carvers will own multiple versions of the same tool, collecting them over time, inheriting them, even swapping them with colleagues. Certain tools can also be shaped into other types of tools as
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required. A flat chisel, for instance, can be shaped into a round-headed chisel or roundel by cutting its corners back, or it can have teeth cut into its cutting edge, turning it into a tooth chisel. Since metal carving tools also need continual sharpening, blacksmiths and carvers have always had a very close relationship. In modern Carrara blacksmiths move from workshop to workshop collecting tools that need sharpening or altering. On the second-century AD ostraka from the Mons Claudianus granodiorite quarries in the Egyptian Eastern Desert large numbers of blacksmiths are recorded. In India, teams of twenty carvers are routinely accompanied by as many as three blacksmiths.

**Percussion tools**

Most of the tools employed to carve stone are percussion tools, that is tools that are struck against the stone. These include picks and axes, tools with which the carvers hit the stone directly, and chisels, which are struck with a hammer or mallet. Percussion tools are used right through the stone carving process, for almost all tasks except polishing.

**Quarry Pick**

The pick is a tool used primarily during quarrying. With a wooden handle up to 70-80 cm long the quarry pick has a metal head with points on one or both ends. The points themselves act effectively like a point chisel but the long handle allows the user to impart far more force, though less control, with each stroke. On quarryfaces the marks of the quarry pick are identifiable as long, often curved lines where the quarrymen struck the same spot repeatedly before moving along the rockface. Characteristic marks of the Roman quarry pick can be seen on extant quarry faces and especially in the channels excavated around blocks during quarrying. Very clear examples have been documented by Rockwell at Aphrodisias and in the Bacakale quarry at Iscehisar (ancient Dokimeion) {Fig. 1}. At Carrara, where modern quarrying has destroyed many of the traces of Roman activity, a small section of quarry face on which marks of the Roman quarry pick can be seen has been preserved in the Museo del Marmo.

In the Roman imperial period a heavier form of the quarry pick than had previously been used seems to have been introduced. This heavier pick allowed the quarryman to work quicker and with more impact but it also generated considerably more waste during what was already an exceptionally wasteful process. We are fortunate to have a small relief showing a carver using a quarry pick identical in form to those that have survived from antiquity. This relief comes from Istria, an area famed for its fine limestone in both the Roman and Medieval periods, and is now in the collection of the Archaeological Museum of Istria in Pula. The tool used by the carver depicted is almost identical to those still used by quarrymen who work by hand in areas of Turkey and Syria {Fig. 2}.

**Sculptor’s Pick**

The sculptor’s or carver’s pick is essentially a miniature version of the quarry pick, with a handle no more than 60 cm long and often more like 30-40 cm {Fig. 3}. The metal head of this small pick is usually pointed at either both ends or just one. The tool is held with two hands and its head strikes the stone vertically, leaving marks similar to the point chisel when used in this manner. How much this tool was used in the Roman period is unknown but it was widely used on marble and granite in Medieval Italy, as on Orvieto cathedral, where it was used in place of the tooth chisel for rough shaping.

**Wedge**
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Another tool commonly used in the quarrying process, alongside the pick, is the wedge.\(^{21}\) Wedges can be either wooden or metal and are used to split stone. Several iron examples datable to the Roman period are known from the Felsberg granite quarries.\(^{22}\) Wooden wedges are obviously too weak to break the stone directly and are instead inserted into rectangular holes, usually carved with the point, and then soaked in water. As the wood becomes saturated it expands and forces the stone to split along its natural bedding lines or faults.

Holes made for the insertion of wooden wedges can be seen in several places in the quarries at Aphrodisias \(\{\text{Fig. 4}\}\).\(^{23}\) These are large holes and the wedges intended for them were at least 10–15 cm long and wide. Metal wedges are also inserted into specially carved cuts and are simply hammered into the stone. The plug-and-feathers is a particular form of metal wedge that is still used today but can be traced back to ancient Egypt.\(^{24}\) This tool consists of three parts: a central wedge (the plug) and two shims, or tapered wedges (the feathers). The feathers are inserted into the socket first, their wider ends down, and then the plug is hammered down between them. The shape of the feathers helps to channel the force of this blow through the stone. By aligning a series of wedges the quarryman can control the line along which the stone will split.\(^{25}\)

**Point**

The point is a metal chisel consisting of a shaft, 20-30 cm long and 1-2.5 cm in diameter, with a pyramidal point at one end \(\{\text{Fig. 5}\}\).\(^{26}\) The length of the point varies depending on the material it is being used with. For marble and limestone the point tends to be elongated while for granite it is blunter. The other end of the point chisel is flat or rounded. This tool is hit against the stone with a metal hammer, sometimes a wooden mallet, and is the basic chisel used for most carving, especially roughing-out and basic shaping. As Rockwell puts it: ‘This chisel is the workhorse of carving. At least 85% of the stone removed in the process of carving a statue is cut away using this tool.’\(^{27}\) To quote Blagg, the point is ‘the oldest, the simplest and the most versatile of the masons’ iron tools.’\(^{28}\)

The way in which the point is applied to the stone varies according to the effect desired and the material. On granite and other hard stones it tends to be held perpendicular to the surface of the stone; a stroke at this angle effectively shatters the surface of the stone. At a shallower angle the chisel would simply bounce off these hard materials. For marble carving the point is only used at 90° for removing large amounts of stone or for roughly squaring a block. At this angle, the point leaves behind a characteristic pock-marked surface.\(^{29}\)

For finer carving, especially on marble, the point is usually held at a shallower angle, around 70° or less, to cut into rather than shatter the surface of the stone. Working with successive strokes, lifting the chisel between each cut to a series of short grooves across the surface, a carver can remove large quantities of material quickly. This method is sometimes called the ‘mason’s stroke’.\(^{30}\) Marks of the point used in both of these ways can be seen on the unfinished section of the entablature of the Temple of Vespasian now in the Capitoline Museums, where this tool was employed to rough-out the basic form of the block.\(^{31}\) On several monuments this kind of carving with the point is still visible in those areas which were hidden from view originally. The reliefs of the Sebasteion in Aphrodisias, for instance, usually have rough point chiselling on the upper surfaces of the planes on which the figures stand, and the same practice can be identified on the Arch of Constantine.\(^{32}\) On several reliefs from Aphrodisias the flat background plane behind the figures is even left in this state, as a roughly textured backdrop.\(^{33}\) Held at this angle the point chisel can also be used to rough-out forms for finishing with finer chisels, such as the tooth and flat chisel.
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Working at a shallower angle, around 45°, and not lifting the point between each stroke a series of more controlled parallel lines can be created which help define the form of a shape. This stroke is known as the ‘sculptor’s stroke’. Very clear marks of a point held at this angle can be seen on the inside of the Column of Trajan {Fig. 6}.

A slight variation on the point chisel is the limestone point or punch which tends to have a wider cutting edge, usually 0.5 cm long. This wider edge is better suited to softer stones which can be shattered by the point chisel. Marks of the punch can be seen on the rear sides of many of the limestone reliefs from Palmyra.

**Tooth Chisel**

The tooth chisel – typically called a claw chisel in the United Kingdom – is a metal chisel consisting of a shaft, 15-22 cm long and 1-2 cm in diameter, with a toothed cutting edge at one end typically 0.5-10 cm wide {Fig. 7}. It is usually hit with a metal hammer or sometimes a wooden mallet. The number of teeth on the cutting edge varies, usually between three and five, but a variation with two teeth also exists, referred to in Italian as a ‘dente di cane’ or dog-tooth chisel.

Typically the tooth chisel is held at 35-60° to the surface of the stone and leaves behind characteristic sets of shallow parallel lines. Sometimes it is held closer to the vertical to cut more deeply into the stone, in which case, the marks left behind are less regular. The shape of the actual teeth on tooth chisels, which can be either pointed or squared, will also affect the marks they leave behind.

The tooth chisel is usually used between roughing-out and finishing, to remove the rough marks left by the point chisel and prepare the surface for finer work with the flat chisel. However, it is also used for rough shaping of the stone. Marks of the tooth chisel can be seen very clearly on the head of the imperial statue abandoned in the Prokonnesian quarries and the same tool is used for shaping the figures on several of the Sebasteion reliefs from Aphrodisias {Fig. 8}.

While the tooth chisel is usually an intermediary tool it was occasionally used in the Roman period, and more so later, to create a roughly flat surface, especially on large expanses where a smooth finish was not required. Marks of the tooth chisel, consequently, are found on the interior of the Column of Trajan, on flat surfaces on both the Arch of Titus and the Arch of Trajan at Benevento, as well as on the background of some of the Sebasteion reliefs.

In general the tooth chisel is only widely used in marble carving. It is never used on granite because the hardness of the stone would cause the teeth to break. On softer stones, like limestone and sandstone, tooth chisel marks are sometimes found but usually carvers jumped straight from point to flat chisel. In Britain, Blagg notes that carvers typically used the drove, a wide flat chisel particularly suited to flattening surfaces, instead of the tooth chisel.

**Flat Chisel**

The flat chisel, like the point and tooth chisel, is a metal chisel which is struck with a metal hammer, or wooden mallet in some cases {Fig. 9}. It typically consists of a shaft, 15-25 cm long and 1-2 cm in diameter, with a flat and sharpened cutting edge perpendicular to the line of the shaft. The width of the cutting edge can vary significantly, between 0.5 and 10 cm; the wider varieties are sometimes called bolster or droves and are used for flattening surfaces. Further variation is found in the profile of the corners of this cutting edge. Sometimes they are rounded so
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that they do not catch on anything during delicate work but often they are left squared and sharpened for the careful application of detail and especially for letter-cutting.\(^{47}\)

The flat chisel is usually held at 35-60° to the surface of the stone but like other chisels it can be employed in various ways and at different angles, depending on the type of material and whether it is being used carefully to smooth or more roughly to shape quickly. The traces left behind by the flat chisel tend to consist of almost smooth sets of parallel straight lines, sometimes barely noticeable when the carver has worked particularly carefully.\(^{48}\)

The flat chisel can be used for a wide range of processes, including fine shaping, applying detail and smoothing surfaces of finished forms. On the Column of Trajan, the flat chisel was employed before the rasp and the marks of it can still be seen in the hair and beards of certain individuals.\(^{49}\) However, it was also used as a finishing tool, for smoothing the background and occasionally for flattening surfaces on buildings and other structures (Fig. 10).\(^{50}\) In addition, there are examples where the corner of a flat chisel was used for incising details, such as the patterning on chain mail.\(^{51}\) On the Sebasteion at Aphrodisias, the flat chisel was used for shaping the forms of the figures, usually following work with the tooth chisel, and adding details to the hair, clothing or armour of figures. In many cases carving with the flat chisel was left as the final surface finish.\(^{52}\)

**Roundel**

The roundel is similar in basic form to the flat chisel except that its cutting edge is curved rather than flat (Fig. 11).\(^{53}\) For this reason it is also called a round-headed or bullnose chisel. It is a metal hand-held tool which is struck with a metal hammer or wooden mallet, and consists of a shaft, 15-25 cm long and 1-2 cm in diameter. The curve of the cutting edge varies considerably from a semicircle to a barely discernible curve and the marks that it leaves on the stone retain the same form.\(^{54}\) It is difficult to differentiate between flat chisels with rounded corners and roundels and, as already noted above, a flat chisel could be turned into a roundel easily if required. Like the flat and tooth chisel, the roundel is usually held at 35-60° to the surface of the stone. It is often used on marble and is very common on softer stones but almost never on granite.

The roundel can be used for rough and smooth work and is well-suited to delicate areas of carving since it has no corners that might catch on anything. It is especially suited for carving hollows since its shape fits the curves. Occasionally it is also used for surface texture, especially on natural forms like trees, rocks or water.\(^{55}\) The shape of the tool also makes it appropriate for the carving of hair or beards, a role for which it is commonly used on the Column of Trajan.\(^{56}\) Occasionally, however, notably on the Sebasteion at Aphrodisias, the roundel is used interchangeably with the flat chisel as a finishing tool on the bodies of figures (Fig. 12).\(^{57}\)

**Channelling Tool**

A range of chisels can be described as channelling tools, that is tools designed for the carving of narrow channels (Fig. 13).\(^{58}\) These are similar in form to narrow flat chisels or roundels, with a cutting edge of 0.5-1 cm and a shaft 15-25 cm long. The distinctive feature of most of these tools, when viewed from above, is the narrowness of their shaft immediately above the cutting edge. This allows the tool to be inserted into deep crevices and hollows. In profile the shaft thickens at this point so that the structural strength of the chisel is not compromised. This distinctive shape explains why this tool is often described as a ‘fish tail’ chisel in the UK.\(^{59}\) This tool is used in the Roman period primarily for carving deep drapery or the grooves in hair, often following initial work with the drill, and outlining figures or other objects against flat backgrounds.\(^{60}\)
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Hammer

All of these chisels are struck with a hammer (Fig. 14). Most stone carving hammers are metal or wooden, though early hammers were probably simply stones; on Easter Island, where there are no sources of metal, hard stones were probably used for all carving. The size and shape of the head of a hammer, and the length of its handle, can vary considerably, depending on the stone being worked and the process being undertaken, and sometimes simply because different traditions have developed different hammer forms. Modern Italian marble carving hammers usually have a square head and a relatively short handle, 15–20 cm long. In Britain and France, hammers with a rounded head are found which are used for fine carving. Some of these have shorter handles, of 10–15 cm, while others can be much longer. Wooden mallets are also common in north-western Europe and indeed identical examples are known from Egypt, mainly from New Kingdom contexts. These tend to have larger, rounded heads with handles of 15–20 cm. Most modern carvers will use just one type of hammer, depending on where they learnt to carve and the type of stone and tools they tend to use. Much marble and granite carving nowadays is also done with an air hammer. This is essentially a small pneumatic drill, attached to an air compressor, into which different chisel heads are inserted. The air hammer strikes the tool quicker than a carver using an ordinary hammer could but it does not hit it any harder: as Rockwell puts it, ‘its value is the velocity of the blows, not their strength.’

Axe

Any of the cutting edges on the above list of chisels can also found in an axe form. The quarry pick, in fact, is basically just an axe with a cutting edge similar to the point chisel. Axes with flat cutting edges can have them aligned with the shaft, like an axe used for cutting wood, or at 90° to it, a form sometimes called an adze (Fig. 15). Axes are traditionally used in north-western Europe and tend to be employed for either limestone or sandstone carving and sometimes in granite carving. Marks of axes are very common on Roman monuments in France and Britain and a lot of work has been done on identifying them in these areas. Distinguishing between marks made by chisels and axes is often difficult but axes tend to produce more irregular marks. The axe is usually employed, as a result, more for rougher shaping or squaring than the corresponding form of chisel. How widely used axes were in the Roman period is not known due to the difficulty of identifying the marks made by them. They were probably not used for marble carving but marks that seem to have been made by axes can be found on carved limestone and sandstone objects throughout North Africa and the Levant, where these stones were the basic materials of building and sculpture (Fig. 16).

Abrasion tools

After percussion tools the second main category of stone carving tools are those which effectively rub away at the stone. Some of these abrasion tools are used for cutting, like the saw, while others, like the rasp, are used for smoothing or polishing the surface of the stone. Drills, used to make holes or channels in the stone, also work by abrasion.

Saw

Saws can be used on almost all stones and were widely employed in the Roman period for creating thin panels for wall revetment or flooring. Stone saws usually comprise a long, thin metal blade, typically no more than 0.5 cm wide and often over 2 m long. Normally these would have been operated by two workers pulling in sequence on each end. Smaller saws could have been operated by a single worker but only when they were used on soft limestone, sandstone or tuff. On these soft stones the blade tends to be toothed while on harder stones it is flat and used in conjunction with
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abrasives mixed in water. The blade cuts the stone by moving back and forth through this mixture of water and abrasives grinding away at it. Even now specialist sawyers used to working with hard stones, in the Italian *pietra dura* tradition, tend to favour iron over steel saw blades, since the relative softness of the iron allows the abrasives to embed in the metal making the whole process more efficient.  

A relief from Ostia has been interpreted as showing a pair of marble sawyers in their workshop. They stand either side of a large block holding a flat-bladed saw. Half an amphora is propped against this block, perhaps containing the mix of water and abrasives, as is a long-handled spoon, which could have been used to apply this solution. Saw blades larger than the example depicted in this relief are usually fixed to wooden frames suspended above the stone by a system of pulleys and weights. This allows the operators to concentrate on the sideways motion of the saw without having to worry about keeping it level. This system also ensures that the saw blade rests gently on the stone, leaving just enough space for the water and abrasive mix to pass between them {Fig. 17}.

Saw blades, when used on hard stones, leave few traces aside from a very smooth surface occasionally with ripples in it where the blade has moved. Sometimes long straight lines can be identified. On the right end of the entablature block of the Temple of Vespasian which is now in the Capitoline Museums a small area of sawn surface can be seen {Fig. 18}. The saw seems to have been used in this case following quarrying to create a smooth, flat surface on which further carving work could be carried out, initially with the point and then flat chisel. Smooth sawn surfaces are also relatively common on sarcophagi, which were also usually shaped into a rectangular form before any work began on their decoration. A garland sarcophagus from Aphrodisias had its right end squared off with a saw before any detailed carving was begun. The only reason that this sawn surface is still visible, as in the case of the Temple of Vespasian entablature block, is because carving on this end was never carried through to a final stage of finishing.

Long saws were also employed in quarries to remove blocks from the rock face. Marks of this saw type have been identified in the large Bacakale quarry at Iscehisar, ancient Dokimeion. Similar traces have been discussed by Lambrazi in the quarries at Kassamboli in Thessaly, where the distinctive green breccia known as *verde antico* was quarried in the Roman period and into Late Antiquity.

Modern stone saws tend to be operated by motors and there is evidence for the mechanization of these tools even in the Roman period. Water-powered stone saws are known at Ephesos and at Jerash in Jordan, both datable to the 5th or 6th centuries AD. In the same period the poet Ausonius describes the noise made by these saws in the valley of the Moselle in north-eastern Gaul. A depiction of a similar saw has recently been identified on a sarcophagus from Hierapolis in Phrygia, which dates back to as early as the 3rd century AD, indicating that these machines were not Late Antique inventions. These saws were worked by waterwheels fed by channels of continually flowing water and the two archaeologically-attested examples both have multiple blades arranged on two arms so that two blocks of stone could be sawn at once into multiple panels. The job of the operator in this arrangement was to ensure that enough water and abrasives were present to maintain the grinding action.

*Drill*

The drill is one of the few mechanical tools to have a long history in stoneworking. It is used to make a hole in the stone, usually at 90° to the surface, that has a uniform diameter its entire depth. In the Roman period the standard form of drill was the strap or cord drill {Fig. 19}. This consists of a drill bit, usually a chisel-like metal tool, set into a shaft connected to a wooden handle within which it can rotate freely. The shaft is driven by pulling back and forth on a cord wrapped around it several times. The cord is operated by one person while another directs the drill itself, deciding where the bit is placed and applying pressure on the handle. The speed of rotation and the force applied can both be varied. Since the drill operator is free to use both hands to direct the drill and apply pressure the cord drill is
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more flexible than most other types of drills – such as the staff drill or bow drill – which are operated by just one person. Rockwell notes that the cord puller was often an apprentice and had to work hard to keep up with the drill operators actions: ‘I have been told by workers who were trained with this tool that the strap puller, usually an apprentice, learned quickly because he had his head slapped every time the cord slipped off the shaft, something which can happen quite easily’ {Fig. 20}.  

The drill was used for a variety of tasks. These included creating holes for dowels or metal fittings but mainly it was employed to achieve depth in delicate areas of carving where the chisel might cause damage. On figures, single drill holes were used to give depth to nostrils, ear holes or curly hair, to mark out pupils in eyes or add texture to clothing, notably chain mail, emphasising the chiaroscuro of the finished piece. The drill was also commonly used to create deep channels. To achieve this a row of drill holes would be made next to each other, at 90° to the surface of the stone, and the bridges between them then knocked out with a fine flat chisel or channelling tool of some description. This process can be seen very clearly on a detail of a capital from the Temple of Vespasian {Fig. 21}. The channel on the right has had the first stage of work done, and has a row of holes drilled along it, but only in the channel on the left have these been carved together to create a deep furrow. Rows of drill holes which were not joined together can be seen on a range of Roman monuments and become increasingly common from the third century AD onwards. Sometimes these holes were just left in place because the final stage of carving was never undertaken. However, a fourth-century AD pilaster capital from Aphrodisias also shows how drill holes could be used for deliberate decorative effect.

The cord drill could also be used as a so-called ‘running’ drill to create channels in the stone. Using a wooden support held in one hand to guide the drill bit, the drill operator would drill into the surface at a 35–45° angle, lifting the drill out and continually moving it slightly along to create a series of holes which are at such a shallow angle to the surface of the stone that they look like a channel. On his grave plaque from Rome which is now in Urbino, the Roman carver Eutropos depicted himself and his assistant using a cord drill in this way to finish the detailing on a sarcophagus. This is the only visual representation of this tool in use to have survived from the Roman period. However, the marks on most Roman sculptures suggest that the drill was typically not used as a running drill but to create rows of vertical holes which were then knocked together, with a narrow flat chisel or channelling tool.

Rasp

The rasp is a sort of file. Modern rasps tend to be double-ended tools, ranging in length between 12–40 cm, comprising a shaft in the middle and too flattened ends which are covered with sharp points {Fig. 22}. The ends can be squared, rounded or pointed, flat or curved. The density of points varies between rasps depending on the fineness of the finish sought. Whether Roman rasps had one or two ends is unknown but this does not affect the marks left behind. The rasp is rubbed across the surface and is used for smoothing after the flat chisel or roundel and the range of shapes of the ends allows it to be a flexible tool for moving across and around complex forms. It can also be used for fine shaping on certain details. It is mainly used by carvers on marble since it would have little effect on granite, while scrapers are easier to use for smoothing softer stones.

Different grades of rasp exist, some used for actually shaping the stone and others just for smoothing. The marks left by the rasp consist of fine scratches crisscrossing the surface of the stone and often overlapping. On Roman sculpture the rasp was often used as finishing tool. Clear rasp marks can be seen all over the Column of Trajan, where it was used to smooth the surfaces of clothing and skin on figures. Similar marks are visible on clothing on the Arch of Trajan at Benevento {Fig. 23}.

Scraper

81 Rockwell 1993: 37.
82 For examples of drill holes on faces and in hair: PR320_01_15 from Aphrodisias and PR208_01_21 from the Column of Marcus Aurelius. On armour: PR210 02_17 on the Arch of Constantine.
83 PR202 03_04.
84 PR305 03_05.
85 For example, this garland sarcophagus from Aphrodisias: PR305 03_05.
86 PR302 06_23.
87 Strong and Claridge 1976: 200, fig. 327.
88 Rockwell 1993: 47–8, 63 (Drawing 9); Bessac 1986: 201–9.
89 PR915 01_13, PR915 01_14.
90 PR205_1_04_17, PR205_1_11_08, PR205_1_12_03.
91 PR225_02_16, PR225_02_23.
The scraper is a toothed or flat-ended tool, much like a tooth or flat chisel, except that it tends to be curved at the end so that it can be dragged across the surface of the stone.\(^92\) It leaves behind characteristic parallel lines, different from the criss-crossed marks left by a rasp. Although its use on marble sculpture of Roman date is rare, patches of scraping are visible on the background and certain details of the Column of Trajan \{Fig. 24\}.\(^93\) Scraper marks are also visible on sections of the reliefs of the Ara Pacis, though in this case they are assumed to be later, perhaps Hadrianic or Late Antique additions.\(^94\)

**Abrasives**

For achieving a very smooth finish on stone, various kinds of abrasive materials can be rubbed across the surface.\(^95\) These range from relatively coarse materials, like emery, to softer ones, such as sandstone or pumice \{Fig. 25\}. These materials are applied to the surface of the stone with water which helps to remove the stone dust created during the abrading process. In order to achieve a high level of polish the carver will work from the rougher abrasives through to the finer ones, applying each in turn.\(^96\) The carver can decide at what point to stop this polishing and in the Roman period it was relatively rare for this process to be taken beyond a smooth matt finish, though examples of high gloss polish are not unknown.\(^97\) A high level of polish can only be achieved on certain types of stone, such as marble, granite or certain hard limestones. To judge from later building manuals, which provided labour figures for a wide range of tasks, polishing can be extremely labour intensive, especially when a high gloss polish is required.\(^98\) Only one possible representation of a polisher at work seems to have survived from the Roman period. This is the fragment of a sarcophagus base from Ephesos, now in the Istanbul Archaeological Museum, on which four workers are shown at work, one at work on a statue, another polishing a marble table leg, a third finishing a bust and a fourth holding a series of tools.\(^99\)

Modern carvers use various manufactured abrasives to polish stone. These include sandpaper and emery paper, as well as different types of acid. Power tools have also helped to cut down the time that it takes to apply a polish. An artificial polish can also be applied by rubbing the surface of the stone with a thin layer of wax which reflects the light in much the same way as a high gloss polish. In the Renaissance a number of Roman statues and especially sarcophagi were given a fake polish in this way, though over time the wax has discoloured, giving them a yellowish hue.

**Measuring tools**

Ancient representations of stone carving tools almost always include measuring tools.\(^100\) These are the tools used to help the carver lay out the design of the form they are carving, check the proportions or produce straight lines when needed \{Fig. 26\}.\(^101\) Several of these are very simple. A straight edge for example, often with measurements marked out on it, is an essential tool, as is a set square, the L-shaped tool used to check the angle and flatness of planes.\(^102\) Both of these tools are found on Roman reliefs depicting stone carvers’ tools.\(^103\) Basic and more complicated measuring is also done using callipers.\(^104\) With callipers a carver can take measurements off a model, a sketch, or a set of guidelines and apply them to what they are carving, increasing or decreasing the measurements by set multiples as required. Callipers are a simple and effective tool for working out sets of proportions during the carving process \{Fig. 27\}. The measuring knobs that occur on numerous part-finished Roman statues were perhaps points from which measurements with callipers were meant to be taken. Since the carver would return to these points again and again during the carving process they were often left right until the end before being removed.\(^105\) Callipers could also have

\(^{92}\) Rockwell 1993: 48.62 (Drawing 8); Bessac 1986: 188–200 distinguishes between flat edged and toothed tools (‘le racloir’ and ‘la riepe’) which can both be described in English as forms of scraper.

\(^{93}\) PR205.1.06.18.

\(^{94}\) Conlin 1997: 49–50.

\(^{95}\) Rockwell 1993: 48–50; Bessac 1986: 262–70.

\(^{96}\) PR915.01.13, PR915.01.14.

\(^{97}\) PR307.03.08.


\(^{99}\) Mendel 1912-14: no. 13.

\(^{100}\) For examples, see Zimmer 1982, 166–79; Bruno 2002a: 502–4; for a discussion of the iconography and meaning of the so-called carpenter’s square, see Cuomo 2007, 84–98.

\(^{101}\) Rockwell 1993: 50–2, 67 (Drawing 13).

\(^{102}\) Borriello 2002a; 2002b.

\(^{103}\) For an example, see Schraudolph 1993: 176.

\(^{104}\) Borriello 2002c.

\(^{105}\) PR246.01.04, PR301.01.12, PR312.03.19.
been used as compasses, to actually incise lines on the surface of the stone. Marks probably made by callipers used in this way can be seen on the fluting of the columns of the Temple of Vespasian. Other guidelines were incised into the stone using the point or flat chisel and probably also paint. Pencils are used by carvers today to mark out their designs as they work. Finally, in order to achieve straight vertical lines, Roman carvers certainly used plumb lines. Again, this is a simple tool which can be used quickly and easily. Plumb lines would have been essential for the carving of fluting, which was usually done only once the column drums were in place. Lines made with the help of a plumb line are again visible on the columns of the Temple of Vespasian.

**Conclusions**

This account of tools is by its very nature general, using words to describe physical objects that are the essential medium by which stone is carved. These objects are a fundamental part of a physical and visual process which is why this description is accompanied by images and references, as links, to the evidence in our digital online catalogue. On the website itself are videos demonstrating the tools in use, which are there to aid the appreciation of stone working. The focus here is on the tools which feature in the sources and wider discussions. Therefore, this list is neither exhaustive and nor is it able to cover the different ways in which those tools were employed and with what intended effect. Although tools are largely universal, their choice and the way they are used is the result of a number of different factors, whether personal choice, material type, geographic location or historical moment. These contextual factors produce various permutations, or points of departure, within the practice of stone carving which can usually be identified with a good understanding of the variety of tools and methods. Tools only become participants in the act of making when they are picked up and applied to the material; their various applications, and the underlying function of these methods, are discussed in the next essay, on ‘Stone Carving Techniques and Processes’.
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Figures

**Figure 1:** PR309_08_06: Quarry pick marks on a quarry-face at Aphrodisias

**Figure 2:** PR936_01_23: Quarryman using a pick to square a block at Iscehisar (ancient Dokimeion)
Figure 3: PR948_01_05: Carver using a small pick in the Swat Valley, Pakistan

Figure 4: PR309_06_08: Wedge holes on a quarry-face at Aphrodisias
Figure 5: Point chisel and two varieties of punch (drawing: B. Russell)

Figure 6: PR205_1_16_16: Point chisel marks on the interior of the Column of Trajan
Figure 7: Five varieties of tooth chisel (drawing: B. Russell)

Figure 8: PR301_01_11: Detail of a panel from the Sebasteion at Aphrodisias depicting Tiberius with a captive
Figure 9: Three sizes of flat chisel (drawing: B. Russell)

Figure 10: PR205_1_03_01: Detail of the background on the frieze of the Column of Trajan on which marks of the flat chisel are visible
Figure 11: Four sizes of roundel (drawing: B. Russell)

Figure 12: PR301_01_13: Roundel marks on the leg of Tiberius from a panel of the Sebasteion at Aphrodisias
Figure 13: A channelling tool (drawing: B. Russell)

Figure 14: PR205_1_16_10: Stone carver at work as depicted on the frieze of the Column of Trajan
Figure 15: TE_2_2_11_4: Carver working with an axe in modern Palermo

Figure 16: PR252_02_03: Axe marks on the amphitheatre at El Djem, Tunisia
Figure 17: TE_5_2_1_1: Modern marble saw constructed in a traditional manner, Rome

Figure 18: PR202_03_16: A sawn surface on the entablature of the Temple of Vespasian, Rome
Figure 19: A cord drill (photograph: B. Russell)

Figure 20: TE_2_1_1_2: Pair of carvers operating a cord drill in the De Tomassi workshop, Rome
Figure 21: PR202_03_04: Detail of one of the capitals of the Temple of Vespasian, Rome

Figure 22: Three varieties of rasp (drawing: B. Russell)
Figure 23: PR225_02_23: Rasp marks on a figure from the continuous frieze on the Arch of Trajan at Benevento
Figure 24: PR205_1_08_12: Scraper marks on the armour of a legionary on the frieze of the Column of Trajan, Rome

Figure 25: Pumice in use as an abrasive on white marble (photograph: B. Russell)
Figure 26: Two varieties of callipers, a set square and a ruler (photograph: B. Russell)

Figure 27: TE_5_3_5_1: Peter Rockwell using a straight edge and callipers to check measurements on a portrait head